
Into the Unknown & Let it Go!

Frozen Medley



Into the Unknown
The first section of the medley is focussed on ‘Into the Unknown’ from 

Frozen 2.

The song was written by Kristen Anderson-Lopez and Robert Lopez, 

who also wrote the music for the original Frozen film.

The song is performed by Idina Menzel who is the voice of Elsa, and 
Aurora who is singer from Norway.



Into the Unknown

Into the Unknown is Elsa’s main song in the whole film.

Throughout the song there is a mysterious voice that Elsa doesn’t understand at 
this point. She later finds that it is a siren call, calling out to her.

The siren call is the ’Aahhh Aahhh’ part!

The siren call is in the style of a Scandinavian form of music called kulning.



Kulning Challenge!

Kulning is used in both Sweden and Norway and is often used to call livestock 

(cows, goats, etc.) down from high mountain pastures where they have been 
grazing during the day. It is possible that the sound also serves to scare 

away predators but this is not the main purpose of the call.

The call is high pitched and always starts by using your head voice and then moves 
up and down in small steps. Sometimes it can sound quite sad or haunting but the 

main aim is for the call to communicate over a long distance!

Your challenge is to create your own kulning call and have a go at singing it 

outdoors!



Into the Unknown & Let it Go

Into the Unknown is based on Elsa's inner conflict over deciding whether or not 

to leave Arendelle and track down the source of a mysterious voice she keeps 
hearing.

Let it Go is also based on Elsa battling her feelings but with this song, Elsa 

realizes that she no longer needs to hide her ability and rejoices in being able to 
use her power freely, to "let it go”.

Both songs play a huge part in the whole Frozen story and show how the 
character of Elsa really changes!



Frozen, Frozen 2 and You!

There are many songs throughout both the Frozen films but there will always 
be songs that you like and don’t like!

Choose 1 song from Frozen 1 and Frozen 2.

Try to answer these questions whilst listening to your chosen songs…
1. Why do you like this song?

2. How does this song make you feel?

3. What does this song tell us about the story?

4. What instruments are used in this song?

5. Could you try and perform this song?



Frozen Character Challenge!

Throughout both Frozen and Frozen 2, you learn a lot about the characters 

from their solo songs!

What do you learn about the following characters through their song….

Olaf – In Summer

Kristoff - Lost in the Woods

Anna – Love is an Open Door



Complete the Word search!



Frozen Challenge!


